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design models o�er the possibility to analyse the system early in the development life-yle. Oneof the possibilities is to measure the omplexity of the models to predit fault-proneness.The omplexity of software ode has been studied to a large extent. The most widely knownmetris onerning omplexity are Halstead's Software Metri [14℄ and MCabe's CylomatiComplexity [22℄ and many variations of these. It is often stated that omplexity is related toand a good indiator for the fault-proneness of software [20, 25, 30℄.Although the traditional omplexity metris are not easily appliable1 to design models,there are already a number of approahes that propose design metris, e.g. [8, 5, 35, 9℄. Most ofthe metris in [9℄ were found to be good estimators of fault-prone lasses in [2℄ and are usedand adapted in the following. However, they onentrate mainly on the struture of the designs.Sine the system struture is not a suÆient metri for the omplexity of its omponents, whihlargely depends on their behavior, we will also propose a metri for behavioral models.Contribution. This paper ontains an adaption of omplexity metris to measure design om-plexity of UML 2.0 models. Based on these metris an approah is proposed for deriving thefault-proneness of lasses. Furthermore the metris and the approah are validated by two in-dustrial ase studies.Outline. Se. 2 de�nes omplexity metris for models built with a subset of UML 2.0. In Se. 3the ase study of an automati ollision noti�ation system and in Se. 4 of an automotivenetwork ontroller are used to validate the approah. Finally, related work and onlusions aredisussed in the Setions 5 and 6.2 Analyzing Fault-PronenessThis setion desribes the possibilities to identify fault-prone omponents based on models builtwith UML 2.0 [27℄. We introdue a design omplexity metris suite for a subset of model elementsof the UML 2.0 and explain how to identify the fault-prone omponents.1 Kannst Du erklaeren, inwiefern ?



The basis of our metris suite form the suite from [9℄ for objet-oriented ode and theylomati metri from [22℄. In using a suite of metris we follow [23, 13℄ stating that a singlemeasure is usually inappropriate to measure omplexity.Development Proess. The metri suite desribed below is generally appliable in all kindsof development proesses. It does not need spei� phases or sequenes of phases to work.However, we need detailed design models of the software to whih we apply the metris. This ismost rewarding in the early phases as the models then an serve various purposes.We adjust metris to parts of UML 2.0 based on the design approah taken in ROOM [31℄or UML-RT [32℄, respetively. This means that we model the arhiteture of the software withstrutured lasses (alled ators in ROOM, apsules in UML-RT) that are onneted by portsand onnetors to desribe the interfaes and whih an have assoiated state mahines thatdesribe their behavior. The strutured lasses an have parts that may themselves be strutured.Thus a hierarhial system deomposition is possible.Strutured Classes. Strutured lasses are a new onept in UML 2.0 derived mainly fromROOM and UML-RT. It introdues omposite strutures that represent a omposition of run-time instanes ollaborating over ommuniations links. This allows UML lasses to have aninternal struture onsisting of other lasses that are bound by onnetors. Furthermore portsare introdued as a de�ned entry point to a lass. A port an group various interfaes that areprovided or required. A onnetion between two lasses through ports an also be denoted by aonnetor. The parts of a lass work together to ahieve its behavior. A state mahine an alsobe de�ned to desribe behavior additional to the behavior provided by the parts.The metris de�ned in this setion are appliable to omponents as well as lasses. However,we will onentrate on strutured lasses following the usage of lasses in ROOM. The partiularusage should nevertheless be determined by the atual development proess.The metris proposed in the following onsider omposite struture diagrams of single lassesor omponents with their parts, interfaes, onnetors, and possibly state mahines. We start



with three metris, Number of Parts, Number of Required Interfaes, and Number of ProvidedInterfaes, whih onern strutural aspets of a system model. A orresponding example isgiven in Fig. 1.Number of Parts (NOP). The number of parts of a strutured lass or omponent ontributesobviously to its strutural omplexity. The more parts it has, the more oordination is neessaryand the more dependenies are there, all of whih may ontribute to failure. Therefore, we de�neNOP as the number of diret parts Cp of a lass or omponent.Number of Required Interfaes (NRI). This metri is (together with the NPI metri below)based on the fan-in and fan-out metris from [15℄ and is also a substitute for the old CouplingBetween Objets (CBO) that was ritiized in [21℄ in that it does not represent the onept ofoupling appropriately.2 We use the required interfaes of a lass to represent the usage of otherlasses. This is another inrease of omplexity whih may as well lead to failure, for example ifthe interfaes are not orretly de�ned. Therefore we ount the number of required interfaes Irfor this metri.Number of Provided Interfaes (NPI). Very similar but not as important as NRI is the numberof provided interfaes Ip. This is similarly a strutural omplexity measure that expresses theusage of a lass by other entities in the system.
NOP = 3
NRI = 2
NPI = 2
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P3Fig. 1. An example strutured lass with three parts and the orresponding metris.2 Kannst Du erklaeren warum diese metri besser ist ?



The example in Figure 1 shows the omposite struture diagram of a lass with three ports,two required and two provided interfaes. It has three parts whih have in turn ports, interfaesand onnetors. However, these onneting elements are not ounted in the metris for the lassitself beause they are ounted by the metris for the parts, and these an later be summed upto onsider the omplexity of a lass inluding its parts.We proeed with omplexity metris for behavioral models.
State Mahines. State mahines are used to desribe the behavior of lasses of a system.They desribe the ations and state hanges based on a partitioning of the state spae of thelass. Therefore the assoiated state mahine is also an indiator of the omplexity of a lassand hene its fault-proneness. State mahines onsist of states and transitions where states anbe hierarhial. Transitions arry event triggers, guard onditions, and ations.We use ylomati omplexity [22℄ to measure the omplexity of behavioral models repre-sented as state mahines beause it �ts most naturally to these models as well as to ode. Thismakes the lifting of the onepts from ode to model straightforward. The basi onept is totransfer the metri from the realization of the state mahine in ode to the graphial represen-tation.To �nd the ylomati omplexity of a state mahine we build a ontrol ow graph similar tothe one for a program in [22℄. This is a digraph that represents the ow of ontrol in a piee ofsoftware. For soure ode, a vertex is added for eah statement in the program and ars if thereis a hange in ontrol, e.g. an if- or while-statement. This an be adjusted to state mahinesby onsidering its ode implementation. An example for a possible ode transformation of statemahines an be found in [31℄.An example of a state mahine and its ontrol ow graph is depited in Fig. 2. At �rst weneed an entry point as the �rst vertex. The seond vertex starts the loop over the automatabeause we need to loop until the �nal state is reahed or in�nitely if there is no �nal state. The



next verties represent transitions, atomi expressions3 of guard onditions, and event triggersof transitions. These verties have two outgoing ars eah beause of the two possibilities ofthe ontrol ow, i.e. an evaluation to true or false. Suh a branhing ow is always joined inan additional vertex. The last vertex goes bak to the loop vertex from the start and the loopvertex has an additional ar to one vertex at the end that represents the end of the loop. Thisvertex �nally has an ar to the last vertex, the exit point.If we have suh a graph we an alulate the ylomati omplexity using the formula v(G) =e�n+2, where v is the omplexity, G the ontrol graph, e the number of ars, and n the numberof verties (nodes). There is also an alternative formula, v(G) = p+ 1, whih an also be used,where p is the number of prediate nodes. Prediate nodes are verties where the ow of ontrolbranhes.Hierarhial states in state mahines are not inorporated in the metri. Therefore the statemahine must be transformed into an equivalent state mahine with simple states. This appearsto be preferable to viewing substates as a kind of subroutines and keeping them out of theomplexity alulation, beause this would lose a onsiderable amount of information on theomplexity. Furthermore internal transitions are ounted equally to normal transitions. Pseudostates are not ounted themselves, but their triggers and guard onditions.Cylomati Complexity of State mahine (CCS). Having explained the onepts based on theexample ow graph above, the metri an be alulated diretly from the state mahine witha simpli�ed omplexity alulation. We ount the atomi expressions and event triggers foreah transition. Furthermore we need to add 1 for eah transition beause we have the impliitondition that the orresponding soure state is ative.4 This results in the formula CCS =3 A guard ondition an onsist of several boolean expressions that are onneted by onjuntionsand disjuntions. An atomi expression is an expression only using other logial operators suh asequivalene. For a more thorough de�nition see [22℄.4 Was folgt daraus ? Wollen wir ative states zaehlen ? (wurde vorher niht erwaehnt)
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Fig. 2. (a) A simple state mahine with one hierarhial state, event trigger, guard onditions, andations. (b) Its orresponding ontrol ow graph. The blak verties are prediate nodes. On the rightthe transitions for the respetive part of the owgraph are noted.jT j+ jEj+ jAGj+2, where T is the multi-set of transitions, E is the multi-set of event triggers,and AG is the multi-set of atomi expressions in the guard onditions.5For this metri we have to onsider two abstration layers. First, we transform the statemahine into its ode representation6 and afterwards use the ontrol ow graph of the oderepresentation to measure strutural omplexity. The �rst \abstration" is needed to establishthe relationship to the orresponding ode omplexity. The ode omplexity is a good indiatorof the fault-proneness of a program. The proposition is that the state mahine reets the major5 in welher beziehung steht diese Formel zu den beiden Formeln oben ?6 Note that this is done only for measuring purposes; our approah also applies if the atual implemen-tation is not automatially generated from the UML model but manually implemented.



omplexity attributes of the ode that implements it. The next abstration to the ontrol owgraph was established in [22℄.In [16℄ the orrelation of metris of design spei�ations and ode metris was analyzed. Oneof the main results was that the ode metris suh as the ylomati omplexity are stronglydependent on the level of re�nement of the spei�ation.7 This also holds for the CCS metri.Models of software an be based on various di�erent abstrations, suh as funtional or temporalabstrations [28℄. Depending on the abstrations hosen for the model, various aspets may beomitted, whih may have an e�et on the metri. Therefore, it is prudent to onsider a suite ofmetris rather than a single metri when measuring design omplexity to assess fault-pronenessof system omponents.In addition to the metris whih we de�ned above, we will now omplete our metris suiteby adding two existing metris from the literature.Metris Suite. Three of the metris from [9℄ an be adjusted to be appliable to UML models.The metris hosen are the ones that were found to be good indiators of fault-prone lassesin [2℄. However, we omit Response For a Class (RFC) and Coupling Between Objets (CBO)beause they annot be determined on the model level. Furthermore we onsider the ritiismfrom [21℄ in the following.8 The remaining two metris together with the new ones developedabove form our metris suite in Tab. 1. We now desribe these two adapted metris.Depth of Inheritane Tree (DIT) This is the maximum depth of the inheritane graph T to alass . This an be determined in any lass diagram that inludes inheritane.Number of Children (NOC) This is the number of diret desendants Cd in the inheritanegraph. This an again be ounted in a lass diagram.We onsider whether our metris are strutural omplexity measure by the de�nition in [23℄.The de�nition says that for a set D of douments with a pre-order �D and the usual ordering7 inwiefern ?8 nohmal erklaeren was da drin stand und was daraus folgt



Name Abbr. CalulationDepth of Inheritane Tree DIT max (depth(T; ))Number of Children NOC jCdjNumber of Parts NOP jCpjNumber of Required Interfaes NRI jIrjNumber of Provided Interfaes NPI jIpjCylomati Complexity of State mahine CCS jT j+ jEj+ jAGj+ 2Table 1. A summary of the metris suite with its alulation�R on the real numbers R, a strutural omplexity measure is an order preserving funtionm : (D;�D) �! (R;�R). Eah metri from the suite ful�lls this de�nition with respet to asuitable pre-order on the relevant set of douments. The doument set D under onsideration isdepending on the metri: either a lass diagram that shows inheritane and possibly interfaes, aomposite struture diagram showing parts and possibly interfaes, or a state mahine diagram.All the metris use spei� model elements in these diagrams as a measure. Therefore there isa pre-order �D between the douments of eah type based on the metris: We de�ne d1 �D d2for two diagrams d1; d2 in D if d1 has fewer of the model elements spei� to the metri underonsideration than d2. The mapping funtion m maps a diagram to its metri, whih is thenumber of these elements. Hene m is order preserving and the metris in the suite qualify asstrutural omplexity measures. 9As mentioned before, omplexity metris are good preditors for the reliability of omponents[20, 25℄. Furthermore the experiments in [2℄ show that most metris from [9℄ are good estimatorsof fault-proneness. We adopted DIT and NOC from these metris unhanged, therefore thisrelationship still holds. The ylomati omplexity is also a good indiator for reliability [20℄and this onept is used for CCS to be able to keep this relationship. The remaining three metriswere modeled similarly to existing metris. NOP resembles NOC, NRI and NPI are similar to9 in diesem Abshnitt habe ih viel geaendert, shau mal ob das passt



CBO. NOC and CBO are estimators for fault-proneness, therefore it is expeted that the newmetris behave aordingly.This metris suite an now be used to determine the most fault-prone lasses and omponentsin a system. However, di�erent metris are important for di�erent omponents. Therefore oneannot just take the sum over all metris to �nd the most ritial omponent. Some omponentmodels may have an assoiated state mahine, others not. This makes the sum meaningless. Wepropose to use the metris so that we ompute the metri values for eah omponent and lassand onsider the ones that have the highest measures for eah single metri. This way we anfor example determine the omponents with omplex behavior, or high fan-in and fan-out.3 Case Study: Automati Collision Noti�ationWe validate our proposed fault-proneness analysis in a ase study of an automati ollisionnoti�ation system as used in ars to provide automati emergeny alls. First, the system isdesribed and designed using UML, then we analyze the model and present the results.Desription. The ase study we used to validate our results was done in ooperation with thear manufaturer BMW. The problem to be solved is that many aidents of automobiles involveonly a single vehile. Therefore it is possible that no or only a delayed emergeny all is made.The hanes for suessful help for the asualties are signi�antly higher if an aurate all ismade quikly. This has lead to the development of so alled Automati Collision Noti�ation(ACN) systems, sometimes also alledmayday systems. They automatially notify an emergenyall response enter when a rash ours. In addition, manual noti�ation using the loation datafrom a GPS devie an be made. We used the publi spei�ation from the Enterprise program[11, 12℄ as a basis for the design model. In this ase study, we will onentrate on the built-indevie of the ar and ignore the obviously neessary infrastruture suh as the all enter.



Devie Design. Following [11℄ we all the built-in devie MaydayDevie and divide it into �veomponents. The arhiteture is illustrated in Fig. 3 using a omposite struture diagram of thedevie.
class MaydayDevice

AutomaticNotificationButtonBox

ProcessorModule

LocationModule CommunicationsModule

Fig. 3. The omposite struture diagram of the mayday devie.The devie is a proessing unit that is built into the vehile and has the ability to ommuni-ate with an emergeny all enter using a mobile telephone onnetion and retrieving positiondata using a GPS devie. The omponents that onstitute the mayday devie are:{ ProessorModule: This is the entral omponent of the devie. It ontrols the other ompo-nents, retrieves data from them and stores it if neessary.{ AutomatiNoti�ation: This omponent is responsible for notifying a serious rash to theproessor module. It gets noti�ed itself if an airbag is ativated.{ LoationModule: The proessor module request the urrent position data from the loationmodule that gathers the data from a GPS devie.{ CommuniationsModule: The ommuniations module is alled from the proessor module tosend the loation information to an emergeny all enter. It uses a mobile ommuniationsdevie and is responsible for automati retry if a onnetion fails.{ ButtonBox : This is �nally the user interfae that an be used to manually initiate an emer-geny all. It also ontrols a display that provides feedbak to the user.



Eah of the omponents of the mayday devie has an assoiated state mahine to desribeits behavior. We do not show all of the state mahines beause of spae reasons but explain thetwo most interesting in more detail. This is, �rstly, the state mahine of the ProessorModulealled Proessor in Fig. 4. It has three ontrol states: idle, retrieving, and alling. The idle stateis also the initial state. On request of an emergeny all, either by startCall from the ButtonBoxor notify from the AutomatiNoti�ation, it hanges to the retrieving state. This means thatit waits for the GPS data. Having reeived this data, the state hanges to alling beause theCommuniationsModule is invoked to make the all. In ase of suess, it returns to the idlestate and lights the green LED on the ButtonBox. Furthermore, the state mahine an handleanel requests and making a test all.
idle retrieving

calling

cancelCall() / cancel()

failure() / lightLED(red)

success() / lightLED(green)

testCall() / makeCall(callData)

Processorsm

notify() / acknowledge(), getGps()

gpsData() / location=gpsData,
makeCall(callData)

cancelCall() / lightLED(red)

startCall() / getGps()

Fig. 4. The state mahine diagram of the ProessorModule.The seond state mahine is Communiations in Fig. 5, the behavior spei�ation of Com-muniationsModule. One of the main ompliating fators here is the handling of four automatiretries until a failure is reported. The state mahine starts in an idle state and hanges to thealling state after the invoation of makeCall. The o�Hook signal is sent to the mobile ommu-niations devie. Inside the alling state, we start in the state opening line. If the line is free, thedialing state is reahed by dialing the emergeny number. After the onneted signal is reeived,



the state is hanged to sending data and the emergeny data is sent. After all data is sent, the�nished ag is set whih leads to the data sent state after the onHook signal was sent to themobile. After the mobile sends the done signal, the state mahine reports suess and returns tothe idle state. In ase of problems, the state is hanged to opening line and the retries ounteris inremented. After four retries the guard [retries >= 5℄ evaluates to true and the all fails.It is also always possible to anel the all whih leads to a failure signal as well.
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done() / retries = 0, success()
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connectionAborted() /

lineBusy() /
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Fig. 5. The state mahine diagram of the CommuniationsModule.Results. The �ve subomponents of MaydayDevie are further analyzed in the following. At�rst we used our metris suite from Se. 2 to gather data about the model. The results an befound in Tab. 2. It shows that we have no inheritane in the urrent abstration level of ourmodel and also that the onsidered lasses have no parts. Therefore the metris regarding theseaspets are not helpful for this analysis.More interesting are the metris for the provided and required interfaes and their assoiatedstate mahines. The lass with the highest values for NRI and NPI is ProessorModule. Thisshows that it has a high fan-in and fan-out and is therefore fault-prone. The same module hasa high value for CCS but CommuniationsModule has a higher one and is also fault-prone.



Class DIT NOC NOP NRI NPI CCSProessorModule 0 0 0 4 4 16AutomatiNoti�ation 0 0 0 2 1 4LoationModule 0 0 0 1 2 4CommuniationsModule 0 0 0 2 2 32ButtonBox 0 0 0 2 2 8Table 2. The results of the metris suite for the omponents of MaydayDevie.In [12℄ there are detailed desriptions of operational tests with the developed system. Theusage of the system in the tests was mainly to provoke an emergeny all by pressing the thebutton on the button box.The doumentation in [12℄ shows that the main failures that ourred were failures in on-neting to the all enter (even when ellular strength was good), no voie onnet to the allenter, inability to lear the system after usage, and failures of the anel funtion. These mainfailures an be attributed to the omponent ProessorModule that is responsible for ontrollingthe other omponents and CommuniationsModule that is responsible for the wireless ommu-niation. Therefore our analysis identi�ed the orret omponents.4 Case Study: MOST NetworkMasterWe further validated our approah on the basis of the projet results of an evaluation of model-based testing [29℄. A network ontroller of an infotainment bus in the automotive domain, theMOST network master [24℄, was modeled with the ase tool AutoFous [17℄ and test ases weregenerated from that model and ompared with traditional tests. We use all found faults from alltest suites in the following. The AutoFous notation is quite similar to UML 2.0 whih allowsstraight-forward appliation of the metris de�ned earlier (as long as the used funtions writtenin an ation language are ignored10). The omposite struture diagram of the network masteris shown in Figure 6.10 niht klar was damit genau gemeint ist - weglassen oder genauer erklaeren



class NetworkMaster

RegistryMgr
RequestMgr

Merge

MonitoringMgr

Divide

Fig. 6. The omposite struture diagram of the MOST network master.We omit further parts of the design, espeially the assoiated state mahines, beause ofspae and on�dentiality reasons. The orresponding metris are summarized in Table 3.Class DIT NOC NOP NRI NPI CCSNetworkMaster 0 0 5 4 4 0Divide 0 0 0 1 3 11Merge 0 0 0 3 1 8MonitoringMgr 0 0 0 2 1 0RequestMgr 0 0 0 2 1 14RegistryMgr 0 0 0 4 7 197Table 3. The results of the metris suite for the NetworkMaster.The data from the table shows that the RegistryMgr has the highest omplexity in most ofthe metris. Therefore we lassify it as being highly fault-prone. As desribed in [29℄, severaltest suites were exeuted against an implementation of the network master. 24 faults have beenidenti�ed by the test ativities. 21 of these an be attributed to the RegistryMgr, 3 to the



RequestMgr. There were no faults revealed in the other omponents. Hene, the high fault-proneness of the RegistryMgr did indeed result in a high number of faults revealed duringtesting.5 Related workThere have been a few approahes that onsider reliability metris on the model level: In [35℄an approah is proposed that inludes a reliability model that is based on the stati softwarearhiteture. A omplexity metri that is in priniple appliable to models as well as to odeis disussed in [8℄, but it also only involves stati struture. In [5℄ the ylomati omplexity issuggested for most aspets of a design metri but not further elaborated.Other approahes have been used for dependability analysis based on UML models, althoughthese do not onsider omplexity metris: [7℄ explains an approah to automati dependabilityanalysis using UML where automati transformation are de�ned for the generation of modelsto apture systems dependability attributes suh as reliability. The transformation onentrateson strutural UML views and aims to apture only the information relevant for dependability.Critial parts an be seleted to avoid explosion of the state spae. [6℄ presents a method inwhih design tools based on UML are augmented with validation and analysis tehniques thatprovide useful information in the early phases of system design. Automati transformations arede�ned for the generation of models to apture system behavioral properties, dependability andperformane. [18℄ explains a method for quantitative dependability analysis of systems modelledusing UML statehart diagrams. The UML models are transformed to stohasti reward nets,whih allows performane-related measures using available tools, while dependability analysisrequires expliit modeling of erroneous states and faulty behavior. [3℄ explains an approah todependability evaluation based on probabilisti Petri nets (whih are similar to UML ativitydiagrams). Apart from reliability, other aspets of dependability have been onsidered usingstateharts, inluding safety: [34℄ presents an approah to formal speify software for dependablesystems whih inorporates results of stateharts and Failure Mode and E�et Analysis in the



development of formal spei�ations of fail-safe systems. It de�nes a general model of a safety-ritial fail-safe system. Stateharts then support the onstrution of a formal spei�ation bystruturing informal funtional requirements and formalizing safety requirements.A number of other reliability assessment methods exist whih do not apply to design modelsbut to other software artefats. Examples inlude the following: [33℄ explains a method whihuses statistial testing as a veri�ation tehnique for omplex software. It uses a hierarhialspei�ation produed in the STATEMATE environment for a blak box analysis whih is de�nedfrom behavior models dedued from the spei�ation. [19℄ presents an approah for qualitativeand quantitative reliability assessment whih is based on the analysis and evaluation of softwarereliability by proessing failure data olleted on a software produt during its development andoperation. Failure predition is improved by integrating software reliability modeling into anoverall approah. The approah uses desriptive analyses, trend analyses, and reliability modelsto ontrol testing ativities, evaluate software reliability, and plan maintenane. [10℄ presents amethod for the emulation of software faults in COTS omponents using software implementedfault injetion. It aims to make fault loations ubiquitous, sine every software module an betargeted no matter under whose ontrol it is. [1℄ presents a fault injetion tool designed tobe adaptable to various target systems and di�erent fault injetion tehniques. [4℄ presents amethod for using test overage to estimate the number of residual faults. It is applied �rstly tojustify the use of linear extrapolation to estimate residual faults and to show the importane ofthe amount of unreahable ode in realistially estimating residual faults.6 ConlusionsWe propose an approah to determine fault-prone omponents of a software system in the designphase already by omplexity analysis of the design models. We use the onept of the ylomatiomplexity of ode, lift it to the model level and ombine it with adjusted objet-oriented metrisoriginally from [9℄ to a metris suite for UML 2.0. The metris from [9℄ and [22℄ have undergoneseveral experimental validations, e.g. [20, 2, 30, 25℄. Beause we used these metris as a basis for
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